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the Louisiana Bureau of
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classification from black to white. The
to change her racial
black slave, Phipps was desig
18th-century white planter and a
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1982-83, Susie

IVital Records
descendant of an
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blood" to be black.
declared anyone with at least 1/32nd "Negro
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the law by pointing out that some
tant Attorney General Ron Davis defended
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cited research
a retired Tulane University professor who
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on

indicating that most Louisiana whites have at least 1/20th "Negro" ancestry.
In the end, Phipps lost. The court upheld the state's right to classify and
quantify racial identity....

Phipps's problematic
action, is in many ways

a

identity, and her effort to resolve it through state
parable of America's unsolved racial dilemma. It illus-

racial

trates the difficulties of defining race and assigning individuals or groups to racial

categories. It shows how the racial legacies of the past-slavery and bigotry
continue to shape the present. It reveals both the deep involvement of the state
in the organization and interpretation of race, and the inadequacy of state insti-

tutions to carry out these functions. It denmonstrates how deeply Americans both
as individuals and as a civilization are shaped, and indeed haunted, by race.

Having lived her whole life thinking that she was white, Phipps suddenly
discovers that by legal definition she is not. In U.S. society, such an event

indeed catastrophic. But if she is not white, of what race is she? The state clans
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determination of racial identity is
The designation of racial categories and the
debates and
this question has precipitated intense
n o simple task. For centuries,
natural and legal rights, o v e r the
conflicts, particularly in the U.S.-disputes over
and who shall die.
distribution of resources, and indeed, over who shall live
the inadequacy of
A crucial dimension of the Phipps case is that it illustrates
to confront

it is
of variations in human physiognomy, that
cannot be understood in this manner,
Simply a matter of skin color. But if race
this topic-no less
how can it be understood? We cannot fully hope to address
which shape it-in
than the meaning of race, its role in society, and the forces

claims that

race

is

a mere matter

one article], nor indeed in one book. Our goal in this [article], however, is far

from modest: we wish to offer at least the outlines of a theory of race and racism.

WHAT IS RACE?
There is a continuous temptation to think of race as an essence, as something

fixed, concrete, and objective. And there is also an opposite temptation: to imag-

ine race as a mere illusion, a purely ideological construct which some ideal nonracist social order would eliminate. It is necessary to challenge both these

positions, to disrupt and reframe the rigid and bipolar manner in which they
are posed and debated, and to transcend the presumably ireconcilable relationship between them.

The effort must be made to understand race as an unstable and "decentered"
complex of social meanings constantly being transfommed by political struggle.
With this in mind, let us propose a definition: race is a concept which signities
and symbolizes social contlicts and interests by refering to ditkerent tvpes of
human bodies. Although the concept of race invokes biologically based human

characteristics (so-called "phenolypes"), selection of these partiular huma
features for purposes of racal sigiticationis alw.ays and necesmaily a oial and
histoncal proces. In contrast to the other m.ajor distuctn ot ths tNpe, that
ofgender, there Is no biologual basis for disungushng mnong human groups
along he nes of ace... ndeed, the cateyones cnploycd to dtterentiate
anOng huan goups along iai.l lnes reveal ttiuselhes, upon seTous e.
ton, to be at besl mmpe Ise, dnd
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This question has
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wHAT DOES IT MEAN?

w ith greater
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ycars. ..

Nn attirmative

nswer Would ot o u e resent obvious practical difficulties: it is rather difficu
to jettin Wdel

held beliets, beliets which moreover arc central to everyone'

entuynd undestanding of the social world. So the attempt to banish the Con
p t as aun ar haism is at best counterintuitive. But a deeper difficulty, we believe.
INnherent in the vey forulation of this schema, in its way or posing race as a

robleni, a misconception left over from the past, and suitable now only for the

iustbin of history.
A more cttective starting point is the recognition that, despite its uncertain-

tiCs and contradictions, the concept of race continues to play a fundamental role
111 structung and representing the social world. The task tor theory 1s to explain
this situation. It is to avoid both the utopian framework which sees race as an

illusion we can somehow get beyond," and also the essentialist formulation
which sees race as something objective and fixed, a biological datum. Thus we
should think of race as an element of social structure rather than as an irregularity
within it; we should see race as a dimension of human representation rather than
an illusion. These perspectives inform the theoretical approach we call racial
tomation.

Racial Formation

We define racial formation as the sociohistorical process by which racial categories
are created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed. Our attempt to elaborate a
theory of racial formation will proceed in two steps. First, we argue that racial
fomation is a process of historically situated projects in which human bodies and
social structures are represented and organized. Next we link racial formation to
the evolution of hegemony, the way in which society is organized and ruled. Such

an approach, we believe, can facilitate understanding of a whole range of contemporary controversies and dilemmas involving race, including the nature of racisn.
the relationship of race to other torms of ditterences,
and

such

as

sexism and national1s1m, and

the

inequalities,
oppression
identity today.

dilemmas of racial

From a racial formation perspective, race is a matter of both social structure

and cultural representation. Too otten, the attempt is made to understand race
simply or primarily in terms of only one ot these two analytical dimensions..
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connect what
along particular racial lines. Racial projects
social
discursive practice and the ways in which both
race means n a particular
are
racially organized, based upon that
structures and everyday experiences
first in terms of large-scale or
1neaning. Let us consider this proposition,

and edistribute

resoures

other dimensions of
macro-level social processes, and then in ternms of

the racial

formation process.
Racial Formation

as a

Macro-Level Social Process

To interpret the meaning of race is to frame it social structurally. Consider, tor

example,

this

statement

by

Charles

Murray

on

welfare reform:

My proposal for dealing with the racial issue in social welfare is to repeal
every bit of legislation and reverse every court decision that in any way
to
requires, recommends, or awards differential treatment according
race, and thereby put us back onto the track that we left in 1965. We
1ntervention in
may argue about the appropriate limits of government
trying to enforce the ideal, but at least it should be possible to identify

the ideal: Race is not a morally admissible reason for treating one person

differently from another. Period.
Here there is a partial but significant analysis of the meaning of race: it is not
a morally valid basis upon which to treat people "differently from one another
We may notice someone's race, but we cannot act upon that awareness. We
must act in a "color-blind" fashion. This analysis of the meaning of race is immediately linked to a specific conception of the role of race in the social structure: it

can play no part in government action, save in "the enforcement of the ideal."
No state policy can legitimately require, recommend, or award ditterent status
according to race. This example can be class1fied as a particular type ot racial

project in the present-day U.S.-a "neoconservative one.
Conversely, to recognize the racial dimension in social structure is to interpnet
the meaning of race. Consider the following statement by the late Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall on minority "set-aside" progranms:
A profound ditference separates governmental actions that themselves
are racist, and governmental actions that seek to remedy the cttects ot
pnor raciS11 or to prevent neutral govemment activity tronn perpetu.t
ing the etfects of such racIsm....
Here thc focus

is 0n
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structure-

activity and policy. The argument is that st.ite actOns un the p.st ani prevn
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segregation and the chief
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to

admonishes it (in
in a new guise. Thus he
TCproduce those patterns of inequality
to uphold a robust conception of
dissent, significantly) to fulfill its responsibilities
demonstrate how racial projects are
cquality. These particular instances, then,
contested and unstable. The social
always concretely framed, and thus are always
structures they uphold or attack, and the representations of race they articulate,

are never mvented out of the air, but exist in a definite historical context, having
descended from previous conficts. This contestation appears to be permanent in
respect to race.

These two examples of contemporary racial projects are drawn trom matn-

stream political debate; they may be characterized as center-ight and center-lett

expressions

of contemporary racial

politics...

We can,

however, expand

the

discussion of racial formation processes far beyond these familiar examples. In

fact, we can identify racial projects in at least three other analytical dimensions:
first, the political spectrum can be broadened to include radical projects, on both

the left and right, as well as along other political axes. Second, analysis of racial
projects can take place not only at the macro-level of racial policy-making, state

activity, and collective action, but also at the micro-level of everyday experience.
Third, the concept of racial projects can be applied across historical time, to

identify racial formation dynamics in the past.
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